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RESEARCH I
From Ann Shook of Orlando, Fla.,
comes an interesting suggestion which
certainly deserves discussion. She wants
to know why state square dance associa
tions, square dance record companies,
and magazines do not organize into a
national group to sponsor a reference
collection on square dancing. This collec
tion would preferably be housed in a
state library centrally located, and would
include books, magazines, records and
costumes.
This touches upon one of my greatest
interests— research in square dancing.
All my work in this field indicates that
Ann’s idea would be most difficult. At
present there are approximately 400
bound square dance volumes and prob
ably 2,000 unbound books of calls and
teaching outlines issued by recreation de
partments, summer schools, institutes,
etc. Many of these are now out of print,
and very few libraries carry much of
this material.
Four Private Libraries
So the interested researcher will have
to go to sources nearer the activity. The
AMERICAN SQUARES reference li
brary here in San Antonio, a combina
tion of the personal collections of Olcutt
Sanders and myself, is one of the four
most complete anywhere. Other outstand
ing collections are those of Ralph Page
in New Hampshire, Dr. Lloyd Shaw in
Colorado and Rod LaFarge in New Jer
sey. Such libraries are the source for
answers to Oracle and similar questions.
Only one collection of square dance
periodicals exists that is at all complete,
so far as I know, and that is my own.
With very few exceptions I have been
able to secure a copy of every number
of every periodical ever issued in the
square and folk dance field. The one im
portant gap in my collection is a file
of the old “ Folk News,” the first
periodical in the field. Only one complete

file of this is extant, and Ralph Page
owns it.
Practical Problems
So much for the material itself. The
problem o f getting it all together into
one accessible collection hinges on many
physical and financial difficulties. Most
square dance associations have little
money, and less time, to devote to re
search. Busy as they are with planning
and working out their own problems they
could contribute very little energy to
such a project. The record companies
would probably be glad to deposit one
copy of each of their releases in a cen
tral library, but unless a professional li
brarian were to catalog them, the col
lection would be valueless. I know of
no one in square dancing who has the
time to devote to such a project.
It’s probably too much to expect every
caller to be interested in libraries, peri
odicals, or musty old promp books. How
ever those who go by the name of
authorities would do well to read up a
bit on their subject. If this had been
part of every caller’s training, I feel
sure that “ Allemande thar” would now
enjoy the happy destiny which it de
serves, instead of being now abhorred
because of its many bastardizations.
If we are to have a big thought for
the new year in square dancing, let us
hope for more careful examination of
both the square half and the dance half
o f the term, in the light of honest his
tory, and devote ourselves to the , happy
union of both halves in friendship for
the square dancing of tomorrow.
Happy New Year!

OUR COVER

is a repeat of Virginia Wallace’s sheaf of resolulutions with which we started o ff last year. Both the cover and the resolutions
proved so popular we could think o f no better wish for 1954.
IX— 99
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DID SOMEONE ASK . . .

W HAT'S WRONG WITH FOLK DANCING?
By Roland Guenther
“ All right now, folks, let’s all get
partners and form a circle facing me.
Please, please, could we hold it down to
a mild roar? Please! O.K., that’s better.
“ Now where was I ? Oh yes, now be
fore we go any further I want to say
a word about keeping the dance au
thentic. Authenticity, that’s what we
want. A fter all, we want to maintain
the proper values. If it’s traditional to
hold one’s self quite erect and only
move the feet slightly, you can surely
see the monstrosity of letting your feel
ings get away with you and romping
around like a jitterbug. I know that a
great many people add their own frills
to folk dances, but that is absolutely
heinous. Remember that. Maybe you’ll
object to my adhering to the classical
forms. If you do, please do so privately.
If you have learned some butchered
versions of the dances I teach, please
forget them and do them as I show you,
which is the correct way.
“ Now, like all folk dances, the first
one I’ll teach you was developed by a
group of people, in this case the moun
taineers who live in a little mountain
fastness somewhere down in the south
of Europe. I think somewhere around
Trieste or the Urals, I forget which it’s
closer to. You’ll get the unmistakable
regional flavor in the part that goes
‘dum, dah, deeyah, dah, dah— ’ and this
phrase is very interesting because it
also occurs very frequently in the pop
ular Israeli dances as you will note as
our little course progresses.
“ O.K., now everyone face the center.
First I’ll show you how it goes. Starting
with the left foot, walk toward the cen
ter. Actually when you do the dance
you’ll have to face a little to your
right, but this will do for the present.
You walk in, one, two, three, four, and
back, two, three, four. In— left, right,
left, right. Now the weight is on the
right foot— right? That leaves the left
foot free— see? O.K., so you start back
with the left, one, two, three, four. This
part is repeated twice.
“ Then you turn to face your partner
and give her your right hand. Each of
you take one step backward and here
you can see what I mean when I speak
4

of the significance of the dance. This is
a very flirtatious dance and I want you
to express this to the utmost as you
execute this part. Holding your partner
by the right hand, you bend back
slightly from the waist. The man’s left
hand is on his hip, the ladies hold their
skirts and lift them to the side slightly.
Partners look into each others’ eyes as
you tilt your heads slightly, and as the
music goes ‘dum, dee, dum, dee,’ you
raise and lower eyebrows with a signi
ficant leer. In two more counts you
change hands, take two steps to the
right and repeat, holding left hands.
“ Let me draw your attention to the
fact that it is absolutely incorrect to
drop both hands and perform the figure
with hands on hips. I know that this is
done but it absolutely destroys the
dance. Just remember that.
“ O.K., next you each take two steps
to the left, face the center, and that
puts you into position to start over.
Now I know that some of you will get
confused by the sequence. But just watch
me first as I go through the whole
thing once more.
“ Please, would you all kindly stand
up. You can’t watch properly from a
sitting position.
“ All right here we go. May I borrow
your partner for the demonstration ?
Thank you. I’ll return her good as new.
Only slightly used. Heh, heh. Now watch
us. One, two, three, four, one, two—
please! Would you please wait until I
have demonstrated it fully? All right,
we’ll start from the beginning. One,
two, three, four— etc. Now, let’s all do
it, first without music. Please remember
what I said and do exactly what I
showed you. I’ll take it as a personal
compliment if you’ll drop any precon
ceived notions about this dance which
you might have picked up elsewhere,
and please do it my way. Thank you.
Now let’s begin. One, two, three, four,
one, two, three, four. Anybody having
any difficulty ? Anyone ? Come, speak
up. Are we all that good? O.K. then.
Let’s just go through that again. One,
two— oh, oh, I see our time is up. Well
— see you next week.”
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By Herb Warren
The Eleventh Annual Vermont Gov
ernor’s Conference on Community Rec
reation in Montpelier last November has
aroused in curious minds among AMER
ICAN SQUARES readers some questions
about the juxtaposition of state govern
ment and agencies for the promotion of
leisure-time activities
Infrequent as the coincidence is, it
makes sense in and about the Green
Mountain area, as experience very well
shows.
The State Board of Recreation is,
like the Department of Education, a
duly constituted agency of the state
government, supported by an appropria
tion from tax money by the Legislature.
Its function is to give, upon requests,
counsel and encouragement to groups
and communities on many phases of
recreation. Financial support is entirely
a local matter.
Much time and effort go into answer
ing “ how-to-do-it” questions, and follow-through with suggestions for good
solutions. The range of activities covers
all interests and ages, toddlers to re
tired senior citizens in hamlet and city,
four seasons of the year. Time is also
found to persuade more Vermonters to
make constructive use of various pro
jects which enlarge the community’s way
of life,— a new idea when launched dur
ing World War II as a morale builder,

FOLK DANCING— from pg. 4
So— one goes elsewhere, seeking to
learn folk dancing and finds:
“ Now, this dance will be taught. It’s
called ‘Ach, Du Lieber!’ Helen, will you
demonstrate this with me?
“ First pas de bas left, pas de bas
right, turn, turn, turn, brush step right,
turn, brush step left, back one, two,
three, four. Separate turning left, two,
three, four, kick. Return two, three,
four, bokazmi, turn back to back, leap,
step, leap, step, face, twirl four counts
man doing a step hop, step hop, step
hop around one another— oh yes, start
ing right after two bokazmi, that’s the
chorus and it repeats three times in the
dance, only in the second time it’s step
hop, step hop, step step back, hop, in
stead, and so on as before. O.K.? Just
follow us. Music.”
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but gradually becoming more and more
familiar.
Administration of the overall state pro
gram rests in the very able hands of
Mrs. A. O. Brungardt, Vermont Director
of Recreation, and its present success is
the result of her untiring dedicated ef
forts to make it a valued part of Ver
mont life. Items from the fund of ideas
and data acquired from a dozen years
of experience have a way of crossing
state borders to the great outside.
Country Dancing Grows

Country dancing is only one among
many activities encouraged by the
Board of Recreation. This popular folk
activity, the joy and pride of our earli
est forefathers, had, except for an iso
lated spot here and there, experienced
a depression of its own soon after the
turn of the century. However, five years
ago it began to show signs of renewed
life. Now an annual increase is distinctly
visible.
Out-of-state leaders have been most
helpful in persuading Vermonters to
take up dancing — “ new”— to many —
country style. Latest on the list— Oc
tober 1953— is Rickey Holden, bringing
along among other contributions the
very timely and useful “ Johnson’s Spe
cial,” a superior teaching number for
conditioning the unitiated in the ways
of contra dancing. It really hit the spot
in the right way with the Green Moun
tain Man and friends when Rickey in
troduced it at a party in Rutland. Per
haps the acceptance, no strings attached,
can be explained by a bit of something
overheard afterwards: “ Now they tell
me Rickey picked this up down the
‘rud’ a piece, round Cavendish way,”
and the reply, “ Small world, ain’t it ? ”
All of which is enough to suggest
that prospects for the growth of a
healthy country dance program out of
the grass-roots tradition are definitely
on the upgrade. The good turnout at the
Ralph Page Workshop and Party in
Montpelier last November was a move
in the right direction to get more peo
ple on the home front ready for Ed
Durlacher at the April 24th Vermont
Country Dance Festival in Northfield.
Both of these events are projects spon
sored by the Board of Recreation,— a
big contribution to the cause of country
dancing all up and down the country
side.
5

3 Sqium 'b m Britain
By A1 Rosenberg
Camden, N. J.
This summer I visited England and
became acquainted with the London
Square Dance Association. So many
dancers at home have been interested to
know what I considered the major dif
ferences between their dancing and ours
that I have set them forth here for the
readers of AMERICAN SQUARES.
To understand the picture entirely,
you must keep in mind that square
dance activity in England is quite re
cent, stemming from the much public
ized dancing done by Queen (then
Princess) Elizabeth when she visited
Canada. The interest thus created re
sulted in a flood of poorly qualified
instructors, which in turn resulted in a
deterioration about now reaching its
peak.
The sincere few who recognized the
wholesome benefits to be derived from
square dancing have several problems
to combat, such as (1) treatment by
radio programs of square dancing as a
novel entertainment, with emphasis on
acrobatics, loud costumes and shouting
jitterbug exponents, (2) the reaction of
the British public to such antics, even
more severe than our own would be,
(3) the difficulty in obtaining good
square dance records and (4) acrobatic
convolutions of widely publicized square
dance contests.
Trying to solve these problems is the
London Square Dancing Association,
headed by Nina Wilde. This group rec
ognizes that the lasting popularity of
square dancing requires a solid founda
tion, and they are doing all they can
to build one. To this end they have
published an official handbook of square
dancing and, following the custom of the
highly organized British Dancing Asso
ciation, have produced a series of tests
to distinguish levels of dancing, known
as the Bronze, Silver, and Gold Medal
tests. They have also started Britain’s
first magazine devoted to square danc
ing, “ Promenade.”
T e st Requirem ents

For the Bronze Medal Level, the fo l
lowing basic dance movements are re
6

quired: honor (bow and curtesy); alle
mande left or right; swing; balance and
swing (tw irl); promenade; dos a dos;
circle left or right; grand right and
left; forward and back. In addition, the
candidate will be required to dance
three o f the following as chosen by the
examiner: “ Sioux City Sue,” “ Mademoi
selle From Armentieres,” “ Lady Round
the Lady,” “ She’ll Be Cornin’ Round the
Mountain,” “ Manana.” (Note: In each
examination list, the specific record for
each dance is stipulated.)
Silver M edal Level

This test may include all of the basic
movements listed for the Bronze Medal,
plus the following: two hand swing;
right and left hand star; two ladies
chain; four ladies chain; grand right
and left with back track; basket; elbow
swing; all around corner lady; see saw;
right and left eight; western do si do
(i.e. circle, pass thru, then do paso,—
they call this the hand contact docey-doe
fo r four people). In addition the candi
date will be required to dance any five
of the following dances: “ Mademoiselle
From Armentieres,” “ Head Couples
Separate,” “ The Basket,” “ Life On the
Ocean Wave,” “ Texas Star,” “ Pokeberry
Promenade,” “ Hook and A Whirl,” “ The
Maverick.”

Gold M edal Level

This test lists everything previously
required, plus: dishrag spin; allemande
thar; docey doe (hand contact) from
various positions (this is known in
much of the United States as the do
paso). Candidates are to dance six of
the dances previously mentioned, as
chosen by the examiner, plus one special
recording of calls not previously heard,
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The Roving Editor in Texas
My Taw claims she has to read my
column to find out what I have been
doing. Well, Honey Chile, your pore
little ole beat up misplaced Texan has
been swinging his way thru the mesquite, cactus and pretty girls with alle
mande and star here and thar.
Now I’m Ambassador from the Stave
of Texas, authorized to issue passports
to Square Dancers from the great un
known east of the Red River. If you
are planning to attend the National Con
vention in Dallas on April 8, 9, and 10,
1954 (and who isn’t ? ) AMERICAN
SQUARES will clear you thru the Cac
tus Curtain. Three mornings, three a f
ternoons, three nights, parades, lunch
eons, parties, suppers, lectures, clinics,
demonstrations, exhibitions, and lots of
just plain dancing.
Best deal is to make up a party to
fill a whole Pullman car. The car will
be spotted right in the Fairgrounds
handy to everything. Dallas is warm in
April so bring plenty of changes and
only your lightest costumes.
Houston is having their annual festi
val the weekend before the Convention,
so come down a little early for a double
treat. Other communities are coordinat
ing their Festivals around the Conven
tion so you can dance all the way down
and all the way back if you want to.
Better bring two pairs of shoes; one
pair will hardly make it.
THE VALLEY. Lead right on down
to the magic valley along the Rio Grande,
home of warm hospitality and dancing
feet. There is no such thing as a lonely
square dancer. Exhausted, yes; but not
lonely.
Had a nice visit with Larry and Marge
Lyles this trip, also, a good evening of
dancing with the San Benito Club, to
Larry’s calling. Danced with the Harlin
gen folks in a millwork shop where we
dodged around saws and other wood
working machinery. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Englebreeht sponsor the club. Having
no caller, they dance to records with
calls. Odd Nunn was teaching a class in
Edinburg. The Lazy Eights, the Edin
burg club sponsoring the class, meet at
Holiman’s Motor Sales. The Holimans
very graciously clear their showroom for
these classes and the regular dances.
HOUSTON. For some good square
dancing, just call Lonnie Rogers, Bill
Lamons, Tom Mullen, Hal Biggers or
IX— 103

the Emmette Wallaces over in Pasadena
and you’re in business. Tom Mullen’s di
rections for getting to the Wallaces’
home are “ Drive to Galveston and come
back one block.” Correction, Tom, they
are moving into their new home; so you
only come back half a block.
St. Mark’s Club was having a dress-up
party and you should have seen the
Dragnet Square strutting their stuff.
The next evening was Houston’s 24th
Square Dance Jamboree. Good music,
good calling and a well filled floor. Those
folks over there really know how to put
on a big dance and make it go.
CORPUS CHRISTI. It is wonderful to
have friends like Roger and Jean Knapp
when you are a long way from home as
I was Thanksgiving Day. Thanksgiving
night after a terrifying trip over the
most rickety bridges I have ever crossed
we arrived on Padre Island at Port
Aransas. Roger, as an M.D., drove over
these same bridges on emergency calls
during the war in a complete black
out. Maybe it is better that way but in
clude me out. The folks at Port Aransas
are mostly fishermen and boat builders.
They have built their own recreation
building and I wish you could see the
workmanship. To these folks a square
dance is a big event and their enthusi
asm is contagious. The fact that Roger
and Jean are so well known as Couple
Dance Originators overshadows the fact
that Roger is also one of our top level
callers.
SAN ANTONIO. Rickey and Marti
were away at West Point but life goes
on at 136. A typical Sunday afternoon:
LaVerne is in the office compiling lists.
Chet is in the kitchen patching the wall
for redecorating. Anne, Jim and Otto
are in the living room settling the a f
fairs o f the world with the Scrabble
board close at hand. Lesley is out in
the back yard hauling the dog around
and vice versa. Paul, Ken, Marge, Kathy,
Sudie and De are in the dining room,
teaching square dancing to Marge and
Kathy, who are touring the country
studying Folk Music under the Ford
Foundation. Ken Emerson just dropped
o ff the train from Boston and came right
over before reporting in at Ft. Sam
Houston. Mealtime, count noses. Some
body digs into the freezer and a meal
appears. Yes, the most organized un
organized household you can imagine is
136.
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G rass Roots and Fancy Cuttings
NOTE: Previous articles of this series have appeared in AMERICAN SQUARES
for July, August, and October, 1953. The final installment will appear soon.
By Lee Owens

THE SWINGS
The American Square Dance tradition
ally employs five different types of
swings: the One-Hand, Two-Hand, Fore
arm, Elbow, and Waltz (also called the
Waist, Hip, or Closed) Swings, each of
which may be danced in any one of four
distinctive manners: walking, two-step,
“ buzz,” or pivot steps, depending upon
the locality and its particular style of
dancing, or that of the individual dan
cer. While all five types of swings are
interchangeable at the will of the dancer
unless the call or instructions explicitly
ask for a certain type to be danced, it is
an easily demonstrable fact that each
of these five swings was designed to
serve a specific and unique purpose, i.e.,
in every figure which employs a swing,
one particular type of swing will best
fit the requirements of that figure as
regards timing, choreography, and ease
of execution— it will be the most ap
propriate swing fo r that particular fig 
ure— that is the entire reason for using
more than one type of swing.
Simplification of the square dance (or
of any other dance) is always desir
able, but over-simplification is just as
bad a practice as is complication. Many
square dance callers and leaders today
have attempted to simplify their presen
tation by reducing the swings to either a
Forearm and a Waltz Swing, or to a
One-hand and a Waltz Swing. This has
resulted in a very undesirable over-sim
plification of the dance, the loss of many
of its most distinctive and enjoyable fig 
ures and patterns, ambiguity in the
terms and phrases of the traditional
call, and in many instances destroying
the timing and phrasing of the call and
dance, thus forcing the caller to “ time”
his call by the movements of one “ key”
set on the floor instead of calling for the
entire floor by timing his call to the
requirements of the dance, and phrasing
to the music so that the “ floor” can
dance in time and on time in a natural
manner without either “ rat-racing” or
“ killing time.”
Another important reason for using
five different swings instead of less is
that of ease of execution— every swing
8

should flow naturally out of the preced
ing movement, and will if the proper
type o f swing for the situation is used.
The factor of good choreography which
imparts satisfaction, sense of balance
and form, and the feeling that “ this
dance is right” both for the dancers and
the spectators is also served by the use
of multiple types o f swings when re
quired in the interests of good dancing.
The W altz Swing

The Waltz Swing, often referred to as
either the “ Hip,” or “ Waist,” or “ Closed
Swing,” is the most often used swing in
the square dance. It is also the newest
form of the swing, developing out of the
older Two-hand Swing or Turn when it
became socially acceptable fo r a gentle
man to place his arm around a lady’s
waist and embrace her in public.
The Waltz Swing is always clockwise
and danced in a modified Closed Waltz
position in which the dancers’ right
shoulders are adjacent instead of being
directly opposite as in the Closed Waltz
position, making it imperative that the
lady “ lays” her weight into the gentle
man’s right hand at her waist as she
swings. While any step desired may be
used in any type of swing, it is highly
important in the Waltz Swing that the
dancers walk into and walk out o f the
swing, regardless of what step is used
for the body of the swing; otherwise
the swing will both start and end with
a jerk. All swings are executed with a
“ tension” hold, rather than a grip, and
the Waltz Swing is no exception to this
rule— the tension hold in this instance
is created by the weight of the lady be
ing against the gentleman’s right hand
at her back and by pressure exerted
againt the palms of the joined outside
hands— not by gripping them or grasp
ing. If no tension hold is used in any
type of swing, it will be a very listless
and “ wishy-washy” movement; if a grip
or grasp is employed, the movement will
be stiff, awkward and wooden.
The Waltz Swing is broken by the
gentleman releasing the joined outside
hands while retaining his right hand at
the lady’s back, thereby causing her to
“ roll” into position at his right side,
ready fo r the next movement and call,
whatever it may be. Breaking a Waltz
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Swing in this manner will also assure
the dancers of always finishing the
swing facing the center of the set. Here
is where you “ walk” out of the swing
with two steps, ending it smoothly and
in place. If the gentleman will “ pick the
lady up” with two walking steps, and
“ roll out” o f the swing with two walk
ing steps, the swing will be smooth,
fast and pretty.
The timing of the Waltz Swing varies
from eight counts to whatever the caller
desires. In the Western United States,
eight counts is the usual and tradition
al timing— seldom is a Western swing
longer. In the Contras, sixteen counts
is usual, which is also true of the East
ern square dances, but they do run up
to thirty-two and even sixty-four beats
east o f the Mississippi, with either the
“ buzz” or pivot step being employed.
The inexperienced Western dancer will
nearly always use a walking step, the
experienced Western dancer will use
either a two-step or “ buzz” step, and
the skilled Western dancer will use a
combination o f walking, two-stepping,
“ buzz” and pivoting steps, which may
explain the controversies as to what a
“ Western” swing is.
The Two Hand Swing

Seldom is the Two-hand Swing, the
grand-daddy o f the Waltz Swing, seen
at the square dance o f today, yet is the
most graceful of all swings. It may
well be that the lack of use o f this
swing today stems from the fact it re
quires a particular technique which must
be known and observed for the proper
and satisfying execution o f this move
ment—usually new dancers are given a
Two-hand Swing call with no instruction.
The rules governing the Two-hand Swing
are few, simple, but explicit:
1. Both hands are joined at chest
height, forearms vertical, elbows in,
lady’s palms down and uppermost, gentle
man’s palms up and beneath the lady’s.
2. A “ tension” hold is obtained by
pressure against partner’s palm, there
is no grip or grasp.
3. The Two-hand Swing is always
clockwise and is never more than once
around, requiring eight beats of music
to execute.
4. Couples “ roll” out of the Two-hand
Swing by the gentleman releasing his
left hand while retaining his right-hand
hold, thereby “ rolling” his partner to his
right side, ready for the next movement
called.
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5.
Couples always face center at the
completion o f a Two-hand Swing.
While there is no restriction as to the
type o f step used in this swing, the
walking step or two-step is the usual
and preferred step-—a “ buzz” or a pivot
step is a little awkward in this move
ment. However, this writer has seen
some beautiful dancing done using a
“ buzz” and using a pivot step in a Twohand Swing by skilled dancers.
The One Hand Swing

The One-hand Swing, while not the
most used, is the backbone o f the square
dance— the manner in which you dance
this movement determines the quality of
your square dancing. The following de
scription is that o f an optimum One-hand
Swing— the best manner o f dancing it
from the standpoints o f ease o f execu
tion, good form, and timing. The prin
cipal differences between this form and
the many other forms o f the movement
are (1) the manner o f joining the hands,
and (2) the level at which the joined
hands are held. There are two One-hand
Swings, a Left-hand Swing and a Righthand Swing. Both are identical except
for the hand used. The rules follow':
1. Hands are joined at chest height,
at an easy angle, with palms joined
instead o f a grasp or grip. A tension
hold is obtained by both dancers exert
ing pressure against partner’s palm as
they turn.
2. Left-hand Swings are always count
er-clockwise, and Right-hand Swings are
always clockwise.
It requires six beats o f music for a
One-hand Swing. This (as in the case
o f all other swings) includes the time
necessary to dance from one position to
another. It should be noted that the
square dance One-hand swing differs
in timing from the “ One-hand Turn” of
the formal quadrille which is danced de
liberately instead of the freer style of
the folk dance One-hand Swing, includes
a slight “ honor” to partners before the
Turn, and therefore requires eight counts
of music to execute. Confusing the more
formal
“ Turn”
with t&e informal
“ Swing” has caused a great deal of
needless controversy between dancers
and callers as to the proper timing when
both were right but were discussing two
different movements. The difference is
a matter o f style which affects the tim
ing.
4.
The One-hand Swing is danced eith
er once around, or halfway around, never
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more than once. If halfway, the move
ment requires four beats o f music to
execute. The Forearm Swing is used
for “ one-hand swings” more than once
around, and for compact swings halfway
around when the dancers are in a close
formation.
The Elbow Swing

There are several good reasons, in
good square dancing, to restrict this
movement to one danced between gentle
men. This is not always done. The rea
sons are: (1) the movement is inherent
ly rough and it is difficult not to “ roughup” the lady in an Elbow Swing; (2) the
gentlemen are usually bigger and strong
er than the ladies; (3) it is impossible
to estimate and judge the amount of
pressure exerted upon the partner in an
Elbow Swing—when danced between a
gentleman and a lady the lady usually
finds her feet o ff the floor and often
winds up with a wrenched shoulder.
The above applies only to the all-out
Elbow Swing, full speed ahead, and not
to those careful and considerate dancers
and groups who realize the inherent
roughness and modify their Elbow
Swings accordingly.
The Elbow Swing is danced by the two
gentlemen designated by the call linking
their right or left elbows, as designated,
and swinging clockwise if a Right El
bow Swing is called for, or counter
clockwise if a Left Elbow Swing is in
dicated, either halfway, once, or onceand-a-half times around as the call may
direct. If halfway, four beats are re
quired. If once around, six beats are re
quired, and if once-and-a-half times
around (the usual Elbow Swing), eight
beats of music are required.
It is well to note that if a gentleman
swings a lady with an Elbow Swing, he
will invariably find that he must fight
his way loose in order to answer the
next call. Not that the lady wants to
hang on and keep hold of him, but she
is o ff balance and can’t let go without
risking a fall. Many traditional calls in
dicate an Elbow Swing between ladies
and gentlemen and between ladies, but
the tradition here is to substitute the
Forearm Swing in such calls without
specific instructions from the caller in
the interest o f better dancing.
The Forearm Swing

This swing is often called the “ Onceand-a-Half.” Its usual scope is exactly
like the Elbow Swing except that it is
danced between gentlemen and ladies
10

ners “ grasp” each others forearm by
and between ladies, and further, partplacing the palm flat against the fore
arm with a tension hold achieved through
pressure between the palm and the part
ner’s forearm. If a grip or actual grasp
is taken, the movement can be a painful
experience fo r the one gripped.
The Forearm Swing is the one used
in the “ Grand Allemande” o f the East,
and in its Western counterpart, the
“ Once-and-a-half” variation o f the Grand
Right and Left— both calls means the
same thing. The forearm Swing is often
used when a fast four count one-hand
swing is to be danced between dancers
who are close together and adjacent to
each other, as between partners who are
both at their home place. The Forearm
grasp is taken at waist level, as is the
Elbow Swing, with the elbow bent, and
is a shortened, compact one-hand swing
used when dancers are required to swing
either halfway around in four counts,
or to swing one-and-a-half times around
in eight counts, when it is not desired
to employ the Elbow Swing.
Allem ande Left

It would require pages to describe all
o f the various figures which have been
danced in the past fifty years alone to
the call o f “ Allemande Left,” some of
which still persist and are used by a
few groups of dancers. However, the
term has been well standardized during
the past twenty years to mean just
one thing, i. e., all dancers in the set
dance a Left-hand Swing with their
corners and then return to their part
ners. The figure i s not a Left-hand
Swing and requires eight beats of music
to execute as against six beats fo r a
One-hand Swing. Furthermore, a call
fo r a Left-hand Swing is directed
toward, and applies solely to the active
dancers, while the call of “ Allemande
L eft” is directed toward, and applies
equally to all dancers on the floor.
Allemande Right

Many years ago, this term, “ Alle
mande Right,” was standardized and
meant fo r all four gentlemen in the set
to dance behind their partners and then
dance a Left-hand Swing with their
right-hand ladies, after which they re
turned to their original position and
partners. In recent years, the term has
been interpreted to mean simply a
Right-hand Swing with partners by all
dancers in the set— it is now just another
(Continued on page 11)
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The Official li'l Abner Square Dance Hand
book, by Fred Leifer. New York, Toby Press,
1953. 130p., Ulus. S .35
A publication of this sort tears us in two;
on the one hand— our first reaction— we are
tempted to do just that to the book; on the
other hand, we are mightily impressed at
the amount of material (including music for
24 fine square dance tunes.) made available
at so low a price.
For many years now responsible square
dance leaders all over the country have be
come more and more irked by those who pro
mote square dancing as an object of ridicule.
And when anyone insists or even suggests
that (1) straw hats, (2) hickory pipes, (3) crepe
paper bonnets, (4) red bandanas, (7) "chin
whiskers" etc. are necessary or desirable for
the success of square dancing on a perma
nent basis, the activity is not being presented
properly. Yet in five separate places this
book recommends the above (and other) trivia
as wonderful stuff. Reading carefully you find
the items are actually "party supplies" but
since it's a square dance book, the inference

GRASS ROOTS— from pg. 10
manner of saying* “ Everybody swing
your partner by the right” and requires
six counts. Personally, this writer could
never find a good reason for using the
call, or a situation or dance pattern
which could not be handled by simply
calling for all dancers to dance a Righthand Swing with partners, but he can
see one great disadvantage to using the
call, namely : square dancers instinctively
react to the term “ Allemande” , as soon
as they hear it, as being a call for an
“ Allemande Left” and when it turns
out to be “ Allemande Right,” they are
already well on the way in the wrong
direction before they get the full call. If
a call has the possibility of causing con
fusion, why use it, especially when it is
unnecessary to do so? But, these are
purely personal opinions based upon one
person’s empirical observations. He could
be wrong.
The next installment of this series
will deal with the various forms and
variations of the Do-si-do, Dos-a-dos, or
Docey-doe, however you spell it or pro
nounce it, and the various Sashays.
I X — 107
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is that all these things are necessary for
every square dance meeting. Very thought
fully, fairly prominently, the book mentions
the author's "National Dance Club of Ameri
ca," a new "one-stop" mail order house
which just happens to have the above men
tioned (and numbered) items for sale.
On the other hand, as we said in the be
ginning, there is something to balance; the
nonsense. The figures, arrangements and
definitions are strictly "Eastern," and the
dances are certainly among the old favorites
in that part of the country. Also for each
dance there is piano music, a factor much
overlooked and often ignored among today's
hot shot Calif ornia-type "allemande thar"
artists. And if you are not offended by the
fellow's wearing his cap while dancing with
a lady, the illustrations will tell you the story
beautifully.
As a complete guide to square dancing, or
even as a "one-stop" guide to starting a good
permanent local group, this leaves a lot to
be desired. However as a complete guide for
the "Dogpatch party" in which everyone
should participate at least once a year this
book has no equal— and how can you go
wrong for 35 cents?
Folk Dance Syllabus, number one. ed. by
. Michael Herman. New York, Folk Dance
House, c l 953 . iv . 82p., illus., photoprinted.

$1.50
Truly, here indeed is the most beautiful
syllabus ever issued for any summer dance
camp anywhere. "A collection of 70 folk
dances, 15 contras, 7 squares . . . some
menus for folk dance meals, with recipes
. . . ideas for folk dance decorations and
parties . . . as taught and used at the Maine
Folk Dance Camp in 1953 . .
with the
most beautiful illustrations by kolo-happy Dave
Rosenberg of Washington, D. C. Of especial
interest to leaders is the Hermans' basic dance
list of the 75 folk dances they have found
most popular over the years.
If the story of two weeks of dancing can
be conveyed on paper, this syllabus certainly
does it. More than a collection of dances,
more even than a record of a two week period,
this volume is the embodiment of a great
folk ideal!
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Thread the N eedle
By Nancy DeMarco

LET'S MAKE A SKIRT
With the holiday season over, most
of us have a little time for ourselves
again, and it’s not too soon to begin
planning* a wardrobe for the coming
spring and summer festivals and camps.
Why not thread your needle and make
this lovely and different pleated skirt?
Even if you’ve decided that pleats are
only for the small and willowy figure,
this skirt has a surprisingly slenderizing
effect. The secret lies in the depth of
the pleats, which achieve the much-de
sired smooth hip line.
Reverse or Not

Fabric should be a soft cotton broad
cloth, which will fall gracefully. Choose
either a small print or solid color. If
you wish to reverse your skirt, be sure
the cloth has no definite right or wrong
side. This will require more care if you
buy a print, but you have a wide selec
tion of solid colors. For the skirt you
will need five yards of thirty-six inch
fabric, plus one and a half yards of
contrast for the border facing.
Pleat and Pin

Using a solid color fabric, your first
job is to mark each inch across top of
the entire five yards— no cutting yet.
Place cloth on a flat surface and, work
ing from left to right, start at side
edge and fold fabric under on the third
marking. Pin down on folded edge. From
the folded edge, bring fifth marking
(not counting folded edge) to the first
marking and pin down. This leaves a
one inch space between the pleats which
have a depth of two inches. Continue
pleating and pinning until all bub three
inches of the five yards have been taken
up in the pleating process. If you have
planned a bodice to match the skirt (six
yards required) do not cut fabric until
the skirt is all pleated, and this will add
three inches to the fabric remaining for
your bodice. Consult guide for waist ad
justments.
Some Skirt in Print
If you have chosen a printed fabric,
use the design as a guide in pleating.
Judge the distance between pleats as
closely as possible to the one inch mark
ing on the plain skirt. You may use
12

less than five yards of fabric, or a
trifle more, depending on the pattern of
the print. Follow the waist adjustment
guide and proceed to complete the skirt.
Placket— No Zipper

A fter the last pleat has been pinned
you should have three inches of fabric
underneath each side to be used for the
placket. Leaving a seven inch opening,
turn under each edge one eighth and
stitch. Using a flat felled seam, finish
the side seam. This makes your skirt
reversible .Select the desired width for
belt, stitch to wrong side of skirt first,
then top stitch to right side. Button
holes should be placed at each end of
the skirt if you plan to reverse it, other
wise at one end only.
Facing

Next decide on the length of your
skirt and tear (for a straighter edge
than cutting) unwanted material o ff at
bottom. Using a contrasting fabric, have
facing eight inches deep. Here again,
tearing on the straight of the material
will give a better line than cutting. Fac
ing should be about five yards less two
inches in length. Stitch seams o f fa c
ing, then pin to right side of skirt and
machine stitch one half inch from bot
tom edge. Turn facing and pin flat
to underside of skirt, then machine stitch
upper edge of facing to skirt.
W aist Adjustment Guide

Using fifth marking for all waist
measurements, adjustments are made by
the amount of space between pleats.
30-inch waist— have pleats one inch
apart.
28-inch waist— have pleats fraction
less than one inch apart.
26-inch waist— have pleats fraction
quarters of an inch apart.
24-inch waist— have pleats fraction
less than three quarters
22-inch waist have pleats one half
inch apart.
Yardage Guide

Skirt and bodice require six yards of
thirty-six inch fabric. Facing for skirt
and bodice requires three yards of thir
ty-six inch fabric.
WTatch for directions for bodice and
cummerbund pattern coming soon in
AMERICAN SQUARES.
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COWBOY DANCES

SQUARE DANCES No. I

Square Dances called by Lloyd Shaw
DUEL IN TH* SUN SQUARE DANCE ORCH.

C a lls a n d M u sic b y ED G ILM O R E
A N D HIS B O O M -C H U C K B O Y S

Selections Include: Star by the Right: (1) The G irl
I Left Behind Me (2) Soldier's Joy • Split Ring Hash:
(1) Arkansas Traveler (2) Devil's Dream • Docey
Doe Hoedown: (1) Tennessee W agoner (2) Durang's
Hornpipe * Practice Side 1: (1) Pig Town Hoedown
(2) Lamplighter (Without C alls) • Practice Side 2:
(1) N ellie Bly (2) Four and Twenty • Practice Side 3:
(1) W hite Cockade (2) Four W hite Horses (W ith
out C alls) • Practice Side 4: (1) Honest John (2)
Chichester • Practice Side 5: (1) I W onder (2) Romp
ing Molly (Without C alls)

Selections Include: Lady Be Good (Oh, Lady Be
Good) • Pick Up Your Corner (Buffalo G als)

DU 720

$5.75

DU 932 $1.00 • 1-225 95c

SQUARE DANCES No. 2
C alls a n d M u sic b y ED G ILM O R E
A N D HIS B O O M -C H U C K B O Y S

SQUARE DANCES

Selections Include: OLD FASHIO N ED D A N C E-1
W ant a G irl (Just Like The G irl That AAarried Dear
Old Dad) • Between Those Ladies

Al MacLeod's Dance Band
With Ed Durlacher, Caller

DU 933 $1.00 • 1-226 95c

Selections Include: She'll be Cornin' Round The
Mountain When She Comes • Billy Boy • The
G rapevine Twist • Dip And Dive • Mademoiselle
From Armentieres (Hinkey-Dinkey Parlez Vous) •
Cow boy's Dream

DU 734 $3.75 • DL 5073 $3.00

SQUARE DANCES
(W ithout Calls)

GUY

QUADRILLES
C a lls a n d M u sic b y ED G ILM O R E
A N D HIS B O O M -C H U C K B O Y S
Selections Include: GRAND SQUARE QUADRILLE
- B y e Bye Baby • PIO N EER QUADRI L LE -S w a n e e
River

DU 934 $1.00 • 1-227 95c

LOMBARDO

and His Royal Canadians
Selections Include: Old Joe Clark Square Dance:
Turkey In The Straw • Old Joe C lark • Fiddler's
Dream • Little Brown Jug Square Dance: She'll Be
Cornin' 'Round The Mountain • Hand Me Down
My W alkin' C ane • Little Brown Jug • Ida Red
Square Dance: Fire In The Mountain • Ida Red •
The Bear Went O ver The Mountain • Virginia Reel
Square Dance: Virg inia Reel • Pop Goes The W easel
• Goodbye My Lover, Goodbye • Arkansas Traveler
Square Dance: Buffalo G a ls • Old Dan Tucker • Skip
To My Lou • Sourwood Mountain Square Dance: Sourwood Mountain • The G irl I Left Behind Me •
Devil's Dream • Chicken Reel Square Dance: Fischer's
Hornpipe • N ellie Bly • Chicken Reel

A-784 $4.15 • DL 5277 $3.00

QUADRILLES
W ith Calls b y M anny

A M ER ICA N SQ U A R E DA N CE G R O U P
M A R G O T M A Y O , le a d e r
The Loncers Q u ad rille —Figs. 1 to 5 • Polo Q u a d 
rille—Figs. 1 to 5 • Plain Q u ad rille —Figs. 1 to 3

0L 5104

$3.00

CONTRA DANCES
C a lls a n d M u sic b y ED G ILM O R E
A N D HIS B O O M -C H U C K B O Y S
Selections Include: Hay-M aker's Jig (Fisher's Horn
pipe) • C anad ian Breakdown (The Girl I Left
Behind Me)

DU 935 $1.00 • 1-228 95c

AMERICAN SQUARES BOOK
AND RECORD SHOP
C A N SH IP Y O U R O R D ER T O D A Y
no m ailing ch arge —
no packing ch a rge —
ask your caller — he
o r d e r s fr o m us. 3
record min. shipm ent.

ONE MAN S OPINION
By Don Armstrong
‘‘Company coming” has been a social
problem about as long as civilization
has existed, and square dancing is no
exception. Every now and then I hear
remarks about situations which have
arisen over “ visiting” callers. (By this
I do not mean professional callers en
gaged to come into a given area, but
rather a group leader who, invited or
not at the case may be, attends a dance
conducted by another leader.) A group
of leaders in the South were recently
discussing this question, and the follow
ing points emerged.
Worst Offender

High on the list o f undesirables is
the caller who constantly visits every
dance within his reach for the sole pur
pose of being invited to call. Every
time he is asked to call, as a courtesy,
ne returns again and again,— as long as
the invitations hold out. When the
leader finally fails to ask him to call, he
usually never returns, but will often
make unkind remarks about that parti
cular leader at every opportunity.
The Other Side

In contrast to these eager beavers is
the visiting caller who attends another
dance honestly desiring only to dance
and enjoy himself. If he calls when
asked, once or twice, and then declines
any further requests to call, he is often
accused of being high-hat, uncooperative
or worse. Yet many times excellent
callers ardently wish to be relieved of
calling chores and allowed to enjoy the
dancing.
Suggested Ethics

The responsibilities of leaders to each
other would seem to divide themselves
into two categories,— those of the work
ing caller to the visitor, and those of
the visitor to the man on the job. If the
caller in charge wants a visitor to call
on his program, he should observe the
following points: (1) Ask him to call
in advance, and not surprise him over
the mike without warning. (2) If neces
sary, tactfully suggest a dance in keep
ing with the preferences and abilities
of the dancers. (3) Accept a sincere re
fusal graciously. (4) Assist the guest
in every way to do a good job, including
giving him a favorable spot on the pro
gram and all the other little touches
with which good leaders are familiar.
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If you don't want him to do a good job,
don’t ask him to call.
The visiting caller should certainly
recognize definite responsibilities to
ward his host, and among them are
these: (1) If asked to call, either accept
or decline definitely. Don’t wait to be
coaxed. (2) Unless specifically requested
to do so, do not call anything requiring
teaching. Choose a dance within the
limits of the average dancer on the
floor, call it to the best of your ability,
thank the caller, dancers and musicians
and get back on the floor. (3) Don’t try
to take over the program. The regular
caller has it already well planned in
advance (4) In general, abide by the
same rules of conduct which you follow
when a guest in another’s home.
One o f the longest running regular
dances in Florida is called by R. R.
Orcutt in Clearwater, sponsored by the
Chamber of Commerce. His sponsors
have a set rule that he is asked to use
any individual guest caller only once a
year, and only once on any evening’s
program. “ Railroad” is fortunate to have
the problem settled for him by his spon
sors, the dancers like it that way, and
I personally feel it is a swell system.
So remember,— watch your manners
both as a host and a guest. Each is as
important as the other.

MANNERS
FOR

DANCERS
1. Do not walk through a formed set.
2. Do not leave a set that is formed
or partially formed to join another set.
3. Thank the lady (not her husband
or escort) for the dance.
4. Be friendly with everyone, it will
make you more popular than perfect
dancing.
5. Don’t take your dancing too seri
ous; mistakes are half the fun, if some
one “ Goofs” just laugh it o ff and keep
going.
6. DO NOT try to give instructions in
your set at the same time your caller
is also instructing.
7. Avoid roughness, be polite, have fun
and above all, as you probably realize,
there is NO LIMIT TO THE FUN OF
SQUARE DANCING.
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More Fun with These

SQUARE DANCE ALBUMS
Each record is separately pack
aged with calls and instructions
clearly written out.

SQ UARE D A N CE M U SIC— Without Calls

ROUND D A N CE FA V O R ITES

Featuring CLIFFIE STONE and His Orchestra
Tennessee Waggoner
Leather Britches
45 rpm CASF-4031
« 78 rpm CAS-4031

Featuring CLIFFIE STONE and His Orchestra
The Old Three-Step
Texas Schottische
45 rpm CASF-4034
• 78 rpm CAS-4034

SQ UARE D A N CE M U SIC— W ithout Calls

SQ UARE DA N CE— W ith Calls

Featuring CLIFFIE STONE and His Orchestra
Shot Gun Boogie "Chase The Rabbit"
Washington And Lee Swing "Ladies
Three-Quarter Chain"
45 rpm CASF-4026
* 78 rpm CAS-4026

Featuring RAY SMITH
With Jack Barbour and his Rhythm Raider*
Four in Line And The Ladies Whirl
"Mississippi Sawyer" The Route
"Hornet's Nest"
45 rpm CASF-4035
e 78 rpm CAS-4033

SQ UARE

D A N CE

M U SIC— W ith

Calls

Featuring BOB OSGOOD
Rip Tide "Jackson's Breakdown"
Forward Six Hash "Bully Of The Town"
45 rpm CASF-4027
# 78 rpm CAS-4027

SQ UARE DANCES
Featuring CLIFFIE STONE and His Square
Dance Band
Special Instructions For Square Dancing—
Soldier's Joy—-Sally Goodin'— Cripple Creek—
The Gal I Left Behind Me—Bake Them
Hoecakes Brown— Oh, Dem Golden
Slippers—Ragtime Annie
79 rpm CD-4009
« 45 rpm CDF 4009
33 1/3 rpm H-4009

SQ UARE D A N CE— W ith Calls
Featuring RAY SMITH
With Jack Barbour and his Rhythm Raiders
The Ends Turn in "Buckereek Gal"
Dallas Traveler "Buffalo Gals"
45 rpm CASF-4036
e 78 rpm CAS-4036

C O N T R A & SQUARE D A N CE M U SIC—
Without Calls
Featuring CLIFFIE STONE and His Orchestra
Virginia Reel "Virginia Reel"
American Patrol "Haymaker's Jig"—
Contra
* 78 rpm CAS- 4025
45 rpm CASF-4025

SQUARE D A N CIN G M U SIC— W ith Calls
Featuring BOB OSGOOD
Virginia Reel "Virginia Reel"
Make An Arch "Silver Bell"
45 rpm CASF-4028
# 78 rpm CAS 4028

A M ER IC A N SQUARES BOOK A N D RECORD SHOP
CAN SHIP your order today
No mailing charge— no packing charge— ask your dealer— he orders from us.
Minimum shipment: 3 records
I X — 111
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GRAB BAG

TAKE YOUR PICK OF THESE

SQUARES AND ROUNDS

CUMBERLAND SQUARE
(English)

T h e re is a growing trend toward form al quadrilles a ccu ra tely danced to prescribed
m usic; w hich m erely m eans th at square dancers o ccasionally like to dance square dances
w ithout hearing a c a lle r. Here is one where the ca lle r's silence is greatly appreciated.
Fra n k and Olga
Record: Fo lk ra ft # 1 2 0 9
Formation: Square of four couples.
Starting Position: Partners fa cin g , both arm s extended sidewards with hands joined,
or in ballroom dance position. M an's L e ft and W o m an's Right foot free.
FIGURE !
Measures
1-4
H E A D C O U P L E S : C H A N G E P LA C E S W IT H 8 S LID E S , M en passing back to back.
5-8
H E A D C O U P L E S : R E T U R N T O P L A C E W IT H 8 S L ID E S , W om en passing back
to back.
1-8
S ID E C O U P L E S : T H E S A M E , Repeat M easures 1-8.
FIGURE II
9-12
H E A D C O U P L E S : R IG H T -H A N D S T A R w ith 8 W a lk in g steps.
H E A D C O U P L E S : L E F T -H A N D S T A R w ith 8 W a lk in g steps.
13-16
9-16 S ID E C O U P L E S : T H E S A M E , Repeat M easures 9 -1 6 .
FIGURE III
1- 8 H E A D C O U P L E S : B A S K E T O R P IV O T R IN G to left for 16 counts. M en place
arm s around wom en's w aist in back and join both hands. W om en bring both
arm s around under m en's arm s and join h a n d s'in center or join both hands in
center then raise arm s over m en's heads encircling th eir shoulders. A ll place
R ig ht foot forward1 in center and use R ight foot as pivot w hile circling to the
left.
1- 8 SID E C O U P L E S : T H E S A M E , Repeat M easures 1-8.
FIGURE IV
9-16 A L L C IR C L E T O T H E L E F T . A ll join hands and circle to the left w ith 8 Polka
steps or 16 Skipping steps.
ZIG ZAG THRU SIDES PASS THRU
(Introduced 1949 by Rickey Holden,
San Antonio, Texas)

One and three balance and swing
Ziz zag thru to the outside ring
Sides pass thru and everybody left hand
Partner left turn once and a half
Corner with the right hand DO SI DO
Partner with the left and don't be slow
Corner with the right hand turn with her
Promenade the corner around the square
One-quarter o f the way (twenty-five percent)

wesriktiyy LA TES T RELEASES
u lm

8 9 c

ee

711-A N Y T IM E
SUNFLOWER POLKA
71 2—J A M BA l A Y A
KENTUCKY WALTZ
c ULl INSTRUCTIONS HDR bACH DANCE
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1-3-5 etc. active
Lady balance the gent below
Swing or cheat whom she pleases
Gentleman balance the lady below
Cheat or swing whom he pleases

Down the center
Same way back and cast o ff
Right and left with the couple above

....* c iHfct A R E !! FOUR original round dances
"y Manning & Nita Smith of College Station,
Harold & Betty Newsom of El Paso, and Ray &
Johnson formerly of Dallas, now of Fresno.
Music.....................
...
Sehroeder's Playboys

708 East G arfield

CHEAT THE LADY— contra

Phoenix, Arizona

V A R IA T IO N S : T h is m ay be done as a
cross over type, but it's so much more fun
if the balancers m ay choose from an entire
lineful of the opposite gender across the
w ay. College Hornpipe (Derby Hornpipe) is
identical except lady balances third gent
and swings, sp e c ific a lly , the second, etc.
One version of Durang's Hornpipe is id enti
cal except active couple swings in the c e n 
ter a fte r the balances.
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ALLEMANDE THAR WITH
ALL&MANDE LEFT

AN

(Introduced 1953 by Artie Palecek, Bronx, N. Y.)

IN T R O D U C T IO N
Bow to your partner
Bow to your corner
Join your hands form a little ring
And circle left like everything
Circle back go to the right
And swing your partner, don't take all
night
Allemande left and hold it there
This is where we start the square.
FIG U R E
Head two couples bow and swing
Swing around with your pretty little thing
Up the center and back again
Turn the opposite right hand around
Partner left with the left hand around
Corners of! with the right hand around
Partner left with the left hand around
Go all the way once and a half
Right hand lady with the right hand around.
Partner left and there you are
Into the center like an allemande thar
Back up boys but not too far
Shoot that star with a heavens whirl
Go right and left to a brand new girl
Star again go round and round
Back up boys and don't fall down
Shoot that star with a heavens whirl
Go right and left for a left allemande
Allemande left on that left hand
New Partner right, right and left grand
You've got a new maid, got a new babe
O rig inal right hand lady
Take her hand and promenade
You promenade go around with me
The same two couples one and three . . .
Repeat fig ure, above.
FUN AROUND ONE
(Introduced 1953 by Dave Trowell, El Paso, Texas)

Head four do a half sashay
Up to the center and back that way
Forward again your opposite swing
Face the outside o f the ring
W ith lady you swung on your right
Split that couple go around just one
Down the center pass through for fun
Split the ring and go around just one
Down the center and pass on through
Swing the one that you com e to
Yo u r original corner
And promenade that's what you do
TAM PA TRAVELLER
(Introduced 1953 by Bill Muench, Tampa, Fla.)

One and three go forward and back
Forward again turn the opposite right hand
Partner left when you com e down
Corners all with a right hand round
Partner left like an allemande thar
Back up boys but not too far
Half sashay slide the girls to the middle
Turn that star to the tune o f the fiddle
Break that star with an Alam o style
Balance forward and back awhile
Allemande left .... . etc.
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HAPPY NEW Y EA R !
May we suggest that your col
lection is not complete without
ALL SIX of our albums of stan
dard Rounds, Mixers and Quad
rilles.
This is the time to turn over a
new leaf!
W rite for our catalogue, and
fill in the gaps, from your dealer,
or from us.

COLORADO SPRINGS
COLORADO

A v a ila b le a t th e A m erica n Sq u a res Book
a nd R eco rd Shop

DASHING WHITE SERGEANT— contra
1-3-5 etc. active
Active couple cross right over
Down below one couple
Turn with the right hand three-fourths round
Balance four-in-line
Turn with the right hand halfway and down
the center
Same way back and cast o ff
Right and left with the couple above

RIGHT AND LEFT SIX
(Traditional)

Couple number one lead out to the right
Circle half go right and left thru
Go right and left six across the hall
On across till you hit the wall
Right and left six back thru the set
Turn right around you're not thru yet
Into the center lead to the next
Circle halfway round —
Right and left thru and lead to the last
Circle half go right and left thru
Go right and left six across the halt
On across till you hit the wall
Right and left six back thru the set
Turn right around you're not thru yet
Into the center home you go
And everybody swing, etc. . . .
-—Rickey
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OREGON STAR
(Introduced 1953 by Mabel & Howard Johnson,
Portland, Ore.)

One and three you balance and swing
Head ladies lead to the right of the ring
Circle three hands twice around
Break out three in line
Forward six and back you march
Head gents forward with a left hand arch
Head ladies lead those couples from home
Pass under the arch and around your own
Side " th re e s" meet under the stationary
arch, pass to left and around leading
lady's partner,
Join the star and pull up tight
Each head lady join star in front of her
partner, keeping the other two people
with her. W hen each " th re e " is pulled up
tight in o w aist hold:
Turn that Oregon star through the night
One full turn and on you roam
Side girls drop o ff when you get home
Head gents pick up your original corner Jane
Star promenade in the Oregon rain
Head ladies roll with a pretty little spin
Gents all star and you're gone again
Gents back out ladies swing in
Full turn around and the ladies chain
Three quarters round to your right hand Joe
Grand chain back and home you go
D irectly across, to original partner.

HAPPY VALLEY REEL— contra
(Introduced 1936 by Ralph Page, Keene, N. K,)

1-3-5 etc., active
Right hand balance and reel below

Le ft hand balance and reel the same

Down the outside
Up the center and cast o ff
Promenade across and back to place

-Morry Walsh, Forest Grove, Ore.

KIRKS KORKER
(introduced 1953 by Selmer Hovland,
Wagon Mound, N. Mex.)

Head two couples bow and swing
Up to the center and back to the ring
Forward again it's a right hand star
Go once around but not too far
Turn your corner like an allemande thar
Heads back up in a right hand star
Throw in the clutch and put 'er in low
Pass 'em twice and don't you know
Turn the next with a left elbow
G ent 1 turn gent 4 , lady 1 turn lady 4,
gent 3 turn gent 2, lady 3 turn lady 2.
Once and a half but not too slow
Sides star right in the center o f the land
Head couples drop o ff and stand still
Original corner for a left allemande
the progression:
Right to your honey right and left grand
Hand oyer around that track
Meet your honey and turn right back
Allemande left and a right to your girt
For a wagon wheel and you give her a whirl
Catch her by the left with the old left hand
Go all the way around like a left allemande
W alk right into a right and left grand
New partner is original right hand lady.
Order by M ail
Square and Folk Dance
Books— Records
One of the largest selections of sqaare and
folk dance materials anywhere.
W rite for FREE catalog
Mail Order Record Service
P. O. Box 7171
Pkoeaix, Aria.
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N O T E : The- reel is executed by hooking
the indicated elbows and pivoting around
each other in a smooth and sa fe ly fast
w alking step.
SIX TO THE CENTER
Tune: Pistol Packing Mama
Record: Imperial ^1106

O PEN ER
Allemande left with your left hand
Right hand to your own
Grand old right and left you go
Until you meet your own
Swing her when you meet her
And promenade around
Promenade your pretty maid
Promenade back to town
FIG U R E
One and three lead out to the right
Circle four hands round
Leave your lady standing there
It's home alone you go
"Six to the center and back you go
Head gents do si do
Right hand high left hand low
Over and away you go
Six to the center and back you go
Two gents loop with a do si do
Right hand high left hand low
Over and away you g o "
Repeat m aterial in quotes, so everyone
gets home.
N O T E : If you w anna come out right with
the end of the record, repeat Figure above
with side couples leading out to right, then
heads ag ain , then sides ag ain, then end
with Opener.
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easy
enjoyable

\$ this b**
singing
S(IUare dance

BACK TO DONEGAL

W

//

The calling of DON (egal) ARMSTRONG of Tam pa, Florida, lends charm and snap
to a simple figure of his own composition. Backed by lilting 6/8 rhythm from the
ARMSTRONG QUADRILLES, Don gives out with a "County Cork" accent that's as
Irish as Paddy's pig.
On the flip side Don lays down his shillelagh and goes back-country, U.S.A., to
call good ol'

w

MOUNTAIN MUSIC

//

Using the best dance figure yet put to this favorite old tune. You'll get a bang
out of singing along with Don on the choruses.
FULL DANCE DESCRIPTIONS WITH EACH RECORD, OF COURSE

callers

No. 7430 (78 r.p.m.) and No. 4430 (45 r.p.m.)

w ill be pickled tink with the instrumentals for these two dances. BACK
TO DONEGAL is swell for "one night stands" and both dances are easy to call and
easy to dance. Free call sheet with every record. Ask your dealer for Windsor's
No. 7130

W indsdh/Kecords
f

o

r

’V i

5 5 28 N. Rosemead Blvd.

Record Distributors
1923 Peachtree Rd. N . W .
A tla n ta , G a.
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Temple City, C alif.

Eastern Distributors
Alpha Distributing Co.
7 6 2 10th A v e .
New Y o rk 19, N . Y .
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Lesco Distributors
17 S. 2 1 st St.
Ph iladelphia 2 Pa.
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LETTERS

QJ^IRir IR r^^PERS
.F R O M

Round Dancers A ttention

Dear Round Dancer:
This is to notify you of our with
drawal of the dance steps issued with the
Starday recording D-1001 for “ Steppin’
in the Straw” . The dance originally
written for the Columbia B1690 “ Turkey
in the Straw” does not fit the music on
the above recording. Anxious to keep
our dances up to standard, we cannot
endorse this music.
The flip side of “ Sympathy” is ex
cellent and we think you will enjoy this
waltz.
— Roger and Jean Knapp,
Corpus Christi, Texas
Reprints

Dear Rickey,
Page 9 in AMERICAN SQUARES
Vol. IX No. 3, Nov. 1953, “ Square
Dancing as Christian Recreation,” is per
fect. The thoughts, if not the exact
words, match mine perfectly. Hans and
I have often expressed such beliefs to
church, P.-T.A. groups etc. Now a di
rector of recreation at Highland Presby
terian Church has spoken.
I believe that this article put into
the hands of church leaders may do
something to promote square dancing
in dance-starved areas. May I have your
permission to have this article reprinted
for the purpose of mailing it with a

suitable letter to all ministers in this
area? I would like to inform them that
if they are interested copies would be
available for distribution to the congre
gation. Or could you have reprints made
for me?
— Lucy H. Schulze, Trenton, N.J.
• It is more gratifying than I can say
to know that such articles as the one
Lucy refers to will be circulated where
they can do some good. We are always
glad to cooperate in furnishing reprints,
but in order to do so at a reasonable
rate, please remember that requests
must reach us very soon after publi
cation, while our type is still set.
Dear Rickey:
I saw in the November issue of
AMERICAN SQUARES a very familiar
dance, “ The Old Mill Wheel.” Old Pop
Sprunger used to call this dance a great
deal in Northern Indiana. Around these
parts, I haven’t heard of anyone who’s
heard of “ When the Bees are in the
Hive and the Honey’s in the Comb.”
Could you get somebody to put the
music to this dance on a record? The
band I used to have, the Ardmoor Wild
cats from South Bend, did an excellent
job of playing this tune. This is a beauti
ful dance and I would think the record
ought to sell.
— Stanley R. Tebbets, Pawtuckett, R.I.
• Record companies, please note.

Everybody's Welcome
at

THE ALANON CLUB
7th A v e .

& 7th

St.

Newark, N. J.
SQUARE and FOLK DANCING
Every Saturday 8:30 to 12 p.m.
Instruction Every Tu esd ay N ight
U nder L e a d e rsh ip o f

EVE and " T E X " WARD
20

New Ham pshire M usic

Hello Rickey:
Was very much pleased with the re
view you gave Page’s contra records in
the October issue. Having taken over
Ralph’s band and jobs for him while he
was on the road for the major part of
the last three summers, I have a great
affection for those tunes, particularly
the way those fellows play them. They
get a peculiar beat and considerable har
mony which makes it easy to call and
dance to the music. So far, Don Messer’s
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band from Canada is the only other
group I have heard duplicate the same
beat. Many times good musicians who
have sat in with the New Hampshire
lads have played right along with them
and then found that they could not re
tain the same style after reaching home.
It is not a question of speed. I know a
few tricks that they use but stil cannot
get my own band to catch their phrasing.
Yes, the records cost more but they are
worth more. Another I wish they would
make is their version of Fireman’s Reel.
The magazine continues to improve,—
keep up the good work.
-—Duke Miller, Gloversville, N. Y.

Dear Rickey,
Just got my November issue of
AMERICAN SQUARES. I was much
amused by the painful problems of the
polygamist caller!
— Carol Whitney, Weston, Mass.

BRITAIN— from pg. 6
but listed above. Records in this syllabus
are to be revised from time to time.
General Rules

General rules for all entrants are laid
down as follows: (1) Teachers can sub
mit any number of candidates. (2) Sets
to be formed at the discretion of the
examiner. (3) Position in set to be
altered during examination. (4) Candi
dates will be judged on grace, neatness
of movement, rhythm and timing. (6)
There will be two grades of medals:
one for amateurs and one for members
of demonstration sets. For the Demon
stration medals, the movements will be
the same as for the Amateur medals,
but a higher standard of execution will
be expected. (7) An “ amateur” is one
who has never taken part in a demon
stration set. (8) No gentleman shall be
allowed to dance as a lady, or vice
versa, except in an emergency, and at
the discretion of the examiner. (9) In
no case may a single candidate have a
special test. (10) Applications for tests
must be received fourteen days before
the advertised date of the test. Seven
day's notice o f cancellation is required.
IX— 117

Dear Rickey:
I have been a very interested reader
of AMERICAN SQUARES and enclose
check for two years’ renewal subscrip
tion. In this neck of the woods we have
considerable interest in square dancing,
and I was interested in your reviews of
Don Messer’s recordings, since this is
the home town of Don Messer. (AM ERI
CAN SQUARES August 1952.)
I have a record by A1 Brundage of
“ Buddy, Not a Sweetheart” in which
he calls “ Sashay three around the other
three” and I wondered if this was the
figure you mentioned in your editorial
of August 1952 and described ATs call
of Sashay similar to your own call of
Polka Swing.
— J. A. McMillan, M. D.,
Charlottetown, P.E.I. Canada
•
Yes, indeed, Polka Swing and Sa
shay Three certainly are the same dance.
Other names for this figure are Bouquet
Waltz, Docey Six, Lemonade Swing,
Pokey eight, Roquet six, Waltz Bouquet,
Whiskey Swing, etc.
Candidates who do no«t attend the test
at the appointed time forfeit their fees.
(11) Candidates must pass tests in strict
rotation. Only Bronze and Silver Tests
can be taken on the same day. (12) The
Amateur tests are an award o f merit,
and in no way suggest the recipient’s
ability to call or teach dancing. (13)
The award must not be used for advertis
ing purposes. (14) The examiner’s decis
ion is final. No correspondence or verbal
discussion can be entered into regarding
the examiner’s report.
Room for Discussion

There is plenty of room for discussion
as to the advantages of the British
system compared to our own. Person
ally, I feel that standardization, an over
all governing group, and minimum re
quirements for teachers and callers
would be an aid to the square dance
movement generally. Granted that we
square dance to have fun,— I think our
fun would be amplified if when the
caller says “ do si do’ everyone knows
what he means, instead of having it
depend on what state you’re from. (Did
someone say the state of confusion?)
It would be interesting to know what
the readers of AMERICAN SQUARES
think about this.
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RACLE
Bound Copies

Contras

Where can I get a good book on con
tras? We know practically nothing about
them up here and I would like a book
that gives complete instructions on
teaching^ dancing and learning the
dances.— Paul Gingrey, Billings, Mont.
• Best book to date on contras
“ Thirty Contras From New England”
by Dud Briggs (reviewed in our De
cember issue). It costs $1.50 and is avail
able from our Book and Record Shop.
“ Contras Are Fun” by Brundage & Mer
chant is also of some help.

Would it be possible to get bound
copies o f AMERICAN SQUARES? If
so, we would like to receive information
on prices, etc.— Alma Heaton, Brigham
Young Univ., Provo, Utah.
• Yes, it is possible to get bound
copies; however, we do not bind them
is ourselves and would have to send them
out to a local bindery. Charge on this
would be invoiced to you at cost, $4.50
per binding. It’s possible to bind two
volumes (24 issues) in one binding for
the price of $4.50.
Youth Groups

DEALERS
Don't let your stock
get short!
You con get immediate delivery
on all these popular labels
Sonart
Folkraft
Standard
Folk Dancer
Harmonia
Celtic
Western Jubilee
Windsor
Black Mountain

I’m interested in the 4-H and high
school groups and I believe that if we
show them what is being done in other
parts o f the country they will find it
to their liking. I have contacted the
county agent on this matter and he
thinks that we may work out something.
If you will tell me where I can obtain
any information on this subject I will
appreciate it very much.—Narl Jones,
Sarasota, Fla.
• Work with young people is tremen
dously important. Among the outstand
ing jobs being done in this regard, the
work led by Bob Hagar in the Tacoma
(Wash.) Public Schools and by Mrs.

HOOF PRINTS
Arizona's

W e carry a full stock of these
labels and sell to dealers only.

Alpha
Distributing Company

WESTERN ACTIVITY
MAGAZINE
NATIONAL PUBLICATION
REPRESENTING
SQUARE DANCERS
22

762 Tenth Avenue
New York 19, New York
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Frances Kiely in the Fairlee (Vt.)
Schools is particularly outstanding.
On the high school level it seems
practically essential that the square
dance leader be the boys’ physical edu
cation instructor— the “ coach.” With the
coach leading it the football and other
rugged boys come to participate, then
the prettiest girls attend, then the other
boys come and of course the other girls,
until everyone is there. Every successful
high school square dance program we
know of seems to operate this way. Note
particularly the article we ran on pages
6-7 of our Nov., 1952, issue describing
co-educational gym classes in the Detroit
Public Schools, as led by Art Erwin
who been “ coach” at Eastern High
School for over 30 years.
Program Variety

I am interested in providing some
variation in the square-round dance
sequence in our community. In con
nection with this I would appreciate the
dance directions for the record “ Bumpa-daisy” .— Edward Garrigus, Wharton,
N.J.
• This easy dance first appeared to our
knowledge in the 1935 production of
“ Hellzapoppin” , featuring Olsen and
Johnson. This was an audience partici
pation show, and so was the dance. The
original instructions are:
BOOMPS-A-DAISY
Clap hands, then your knees, then
"Boom ps-a-D aisy" with your partner; then
w altz with your corner until the music tells
you to repeat.
Publicity

I have started a square dance club
which promises to become popular and
am wondering if you have any form of
visual aid such as photographs or
posters that I can use to swell the en
thusiasm by way of the notice boards.—
Bill Roy, Hope, B.C.
• We have no special visual aid mater
ial, but if you’re looking for notice
board items why not pin up AMERICAN
SQUARES each month? Our covers are
designed to appeal to square dancers and
to catch the eye of those not yet en
THE MIDWEST DANCER
A Magazine of Round and Square Dancing
314 Cumberland Parkway
Des Plaines, Illinois
Published monthly except July and August
SUBSCRIPTION $2.00 per year
Advertising rates upon request
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meshed in our favorite activity; the in
sides are worthwhile also, though we
admit you have to be able to read to
appreciate them.
Is there a newspaper nearby which is
sympathetic to local activities ? How
about appointing a special reporter from
the club to send in news notes reguarly
to the paper; better still how about try
ing to talk the editor into running a
regular column ? Be sure one of your
club members writes the column, though
as the editor is most unlikely to run
it if he’s forced to write it himself.

Sheet Music

I would like to know if you have any
kind of sheet music for square dancing.
— Bennie Dell Trujillo, Channing, Texas.
•
In general square dance music is
not published in the ordinary sheet music
form, but in large collections of tunes.
These collections contain anywhere from
200 to 1,000 tunes and are practically
all priced at 75c apiece. The important
collections are listed on page 22 of our
current catalog, and are all available
from our Book and Record Shop.

N E W RECORDS FRO M
‘‘O LD T IM E R ” - #8079— TEXAS HEELFLY— W /O
Calls
Key D
CHICKEN REEL— W /O Calls
Key D
Roy Sexton & His Arizona
Hoedowners
#8083 DON'T LOOK BACK— With
Calls by Jim Brooks
APACHE SQUARE — With
Calls by Jim Brooks
#8084 TULIP SQUARE— With Calls
by Jim Brooks
CINDY— With Calls by Jim
Brooks
And a new book is now available from your
dealer or direct from our home office.

“Instructions for OLD TIMER Records”
is a book containing over 100 instructions
for various squares & rounds. Order yours
N O W . Price $1.10 Postpaid. Also our
complete catalog listing sent upon request.

OLD TIMEH RECORD CD.
3703 N. 7th St.
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Canadian News Notes
Compiled by Harold Harton, Toronto
We have just finished our second In
ternational Square Dancing Competi
tion at the Royal Agriculture Winter
Fair in Toronto. Now that it is all over
we can take a deep breath and compare
it with the first one held in 1952.
Before we go any further we had better
say a word about square dancing compe
titions. So many dancers raise their
eyebrows and say “ tut-tut” that a few
clear statements of fact seem indicated.
Along with many others we were op
posed in principle to competitions in so
cial recreation areas. We were pressed
into service to avoid commercial explo
itation of square dancing.
Competitions Can Help

by rural County Fair contests. Commun
ity dances and demonstrations took on
a rowdy and distasteful complexion ,
2.
Demonstrations, while displaying
examples of good dancing, are inclined
to concentrate on the latest dances be
fore audiences made up almost entirely
of square dancers. Competitions, on the
other hand, encourage old as well as new
dances before audiences made up to a
large extent of the curious and unitiated.
Junior Winners

This year’s competition in the Junior
Division (10 to 17 years of age) con
sisted of eighteen sets. The most travel
led group came from Halifax, Nova
Scotia. Called the “ Halifax Corteens,”
they had been winners of the Mari
time competitions. Their leader and call
er was Gunter Buchta, a new Canadian.
Junior winners were the “ Dorothy
Tresham Square-ettes” of H a m ilton caller Bob Lang. Both Dorothy and Bob
attended the American Squares Stokes
Forest Camp this year, and both insist
that they picked up many valuable sug
gestions there. The “ Halifax Corteens”
were a close second, followed by “ Russ
Eden’s Do Si Coeds,” again from Hamil
ton. The next four in order were well
spread about the country as follows:
Fourth, “ Renfrew Jr. Square Dance
Club,” Fifth, “ Chatham Hi Neighbour
Kids,” Sixth, “ Rideau Valley 4-H Club,”
Seventh, “ Windsor Junior Star Club.”

While we still admit the pit-falls into
which inexperienced leadership may
blindly lead us we have discovered sever
al important contributions which com
petitions can make to square dancing.
(a) a demonstration to square dancers
and the general public of the best
dances by well trained dancers;
(b) a wide variety of examples, includ
ing the best dances, from the past
which are our heritage.
(c) a broadening of outlook and a
more ready acceptance of dance
customs in other communities.
(d) an increased public demand for
more knowledge about square
dancing and its social, physical,
mental and spiritual assets.
Senior Winners
We must admit the logic in the
In the Senior Division Hamilton again
following two arguments:
took top prize with their “ Uncle Penn’s
1.
Old timers insist that the best in Square Dance Group.” So close as to
square dancing ability was kept alive
come out second best on a split decision
were “ Aunt May’s Set,” from North
SEND FOR FREE COPIES OF
Bay. Bob Lang was again in the lime
light with his “ Coronation Square” from
"DANCE NEWS"
Caledonia, placing third. Stokes Forest
WEEKLY
Alumni will be interested to know that
&
he included in his call, “ All four couples
"DANCELAND"
right and left through, and grand tangle
PICTORIAL MONTHLY
back to place.” The remaining prize win
The British Ballroom Scene at a Glance,
ners were, fourth, “ Tom’s Chain Gang’*
New Dances, Pictures/ Cartoons, Techni
from Willowdale; fifth, “ Central Y.M.
cal Features, Reviews and Contest Results.
Starlighters,” Toronto; sixth, “ Donegal
Irishmen,” from Atwood; seventh, “ Cen
Send N am e and Address to
tral YW CA,” Toronto.
"DANCELAND'1
We would like to add a word about the
76 Southwark Street, London, S. E. 1
“ Donegal Irishmen.” These fine dancers
24
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SQUARE D A N C E W est Point Party

From all over they came, from north,
south, east (across the river) and west—
to AMERICAN SQUARES Fall Festival
at West Point’s Hotel Thayer over the
Thanksgiving Day weekend. Dancing
started at 3 p.m. and continued solidly
until 1 a.m. that evening. Then the fool
hardy ones sat around and sang for an
hour or so. Even the dining room menus
turned out to greet us, and the hotel
management said they’d never had such
a weekend. (They meant it kindly: in
fact, they want to do it again in the
spring, and plans are being formulated
for sometime in May.)
The daily press has been covering
square dancing all around the country,
with interesting clippings reaching this
office concerning Mrs. Jo Hardy of
MEIGS COUNTY, OHIO; Lee Waddell
of BIG BEAR LAKE, CALIF.; and Bob
Wray of ALTOONA, PA., and Joe Haase
of CARTERVILLE, ILL., to name only
a few. Remember that every newspaper
story gives someone else a chance to
discover square dancing . . . Visitors to
WASHINGTON, D.C., are making it a
must to stop in at the Square Dance
Mart to meet Babe and Bob, and see the
wide assortment of items they have col
lected for square dance enthusiasts. An
additional service they now offer is a
mimeographed news sheet listing open
dances in the area . . . Best wishes from
AMERICAN SQUARES to the newly

formed ALBANY District Callers Asso
ciation. Officers are William Chattin of
Slingersland, N. Y., president; Reuben
Merchant of Nassau, secretary and Ray
Dwyer of Troy, president.
Recently elected officers of the North
Central Council of Federated Folk and
Square
Dancers
in WENATCHEE,
WASH., are Dick Jones of Wenatchee,
president; Mervyn Horner of Waterville,
Vice President; Ruth Latshaw of Moses
Lake, secretary-treasurer; Roger Bur
rows of Entiat, assistant secretary-treasurer; Mike Bolinger of Wenatchee, vice
president and delegate to Federation.
Square dancers in MOBILE will wel
come the famous Azalea Festival with
the Azalea Trail Square Dance Festival
on Saturday, March 6, and then spend
along the Trail, the Bellingrath Gardens
and the coronation of Miss America as
the Azalea Queen. This is a must if you
can get there.

LET'S

DANCE

VOLUM E " A " — 30 beginners folk dances
VOLUM E " B " — 25 intermediate folk dances

Price $2.00 each
Order from

Folk Dance Federation
of Calif.
42 0 Market St., Room 521
San Francisco, Calif.
Educational Features

CANADA NEWS— from pg. 24
have a great tradition of step-dancing
behind them. Their unusual footwork,
particularly in long unbroken figures
like “ hold your holts, turn, and balance
to the next” (Allemande left in Alamo
style) is one of the outstanding contri
butions to square dancing in Canada. An
enthusiastic renewal of interest in this
aspect of square dancing is very evi
dent.
Many other groups made valuable
contributions, such as “ Herb Suedmeyer’s Stylist Squares” from Buffalo,
N.Y., and the “ Good Timers” of Toronto
with their smooth performances of the
good old “ Waltz Quadrille.”
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Another feature of the entire week
was demonstrations by the “ Pairs ’n
Squares Dancers,” trained by myself.
Three numbers were featured: “ The
Loomis Lancers” with thanks to John
Kenyon of Rhode Island; “ Elizabeth II
W altz,” a couple dance composed this
year in honour of the Coronation; “ Call
to the Piper,” the feature dance at
Stokes Forest Camp. The main purpose
of the demonstration group, however,
was to show how the different basic
figures in square dancing are called and
executed. Many from the audience, esti
mated at around 3,500, felt that this edu
cational feature was the most valuable
part of the entire show. They left say
ing: “ Now that we know what it all
means, we’re going square dancing.”
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Feb. 6. — H ouston. 2nd A n n . C ouple D ance Fest.,
M ason P k., 1835 S. 75th St., 2 & 8 p .m .
F eb . 1 1 .— Seattle. Cnt’l. Puget S ound W in te r
C arn iva l. C ivic A ud.
F eb. 20. — C ollege P a rk , M d. 6th A n n . E b & E ly
J am b . U niv. o f M d., N ew A rm o ry .
Mar. 6.— M ob ile, A la. A zalea T ra il Fest.
M ar 13.— B eau m on t, Tex. A rea C ouncil Fest.
M ar. 20.— A u stin , T exas. 7th A n n . M id -T e x SD
A ss’n. S prin g Jam b .
M ar. 27.— T ulsa. N E Okla. D ist. Fest., F air
G round s A ren a.
A p r. 2-3.— H ouston. 6th A n n . Fest., C oliseum .
A p r. 2-4.— Y u m a , A riz. 4th A nn. Y u m a SD

Jan. 9 . — G la d ew a ter, T ex. T . W . Lee A pt.
B ldg. R ed W a r rick .
Jan. 1 4 .— N ew Y ork C ity. F D H ouse, 108 W .
16th. R alp h Page.
Jan. 15-16— T u cson , A riz. 6th A n n . So. A riz.
Fest.
Jan. 16. — Little R ock , A rk . M arch o f D im es
Jan. 2 3 .— H ouston. SD C ouncil J am b ., C oliseum .
Jan. 2 3 .— A rk a n sas C ity, Kan. No. Cnt’l. Okla.
Dist. Fest., A rm o ry .
Jan. 30. — F ern d ale, M ich. 3rd A n n R ou n d u p ,
L in coln H.S., L iv ern ois and 9 Mi. R d. B urt
H all.
Jan. 3 0 .— A lv a , Okla. N W D ist. Fest., L egion
H all.
Jan. 30. — St. P aul. W in te r C arnival SD.
Jan. 30. —^ P hilad elp h ia .
SD
Inst.,
M id-C ity
Y W C A , 2027 C hestnut, G erry G erald.
Jan. 30.— Crane, Texas. P erm ia n B asin SD
A ss’n O ance, 2-5, 8-12.
Jan. 30.— W aco, T exas. H u b -O -T ex SD A ss’n.
Jan. 3 0 .— W enatchee,
W ash.
N CW
C ouncil
M arch o f D im es D ance. C am pus Theater.
Jan. 3 0 .— T a com a, W ash. R an ier C ouncil M arch
o f D im es D ance, A rm o ry .
Jan. 30.— M ercerv ille, N. J. A nn. T ren ton YM CA
J a m b ., R eserve A r m o r y , R oute 33. 8-12.
Jan. 31. — M ilw aukee.
C allers’
A ss’n.
P olio
J a m b . A u d . 6th
W . K ilb ou rn . 2-5.
F eb. 5-6.— P h oen ix . 7th A n n . V a lley o f the Sun
SD Fest., a n d F id d le r s ’ J a m b , all d a y.

A p r. 3.— O klahom a City. 8tli A n n . Cnt’l. Dist.
J a m b ., M un. A u d .
A p r. 7.— T ex a rk a n a , U .S.A. C onven tion W e l
com e D ance, S prin g L ake Park.
A p r. 7-10.— St. L ouis. 20th A nn. N at’l F o lk
Fest., Kiel A u d .

April. 8-10— DALLAS. 3rd Ann. Nat’l.
SD Convention.
A p r. 9-10— M e d fo rd , Mass. 10th A n n . N ew E n g
la n d F o lk Fest., T u fts C ollege G ym .
A p r. 24.— N orth fie ld , V t. V t. C ountry D ance
Fest.
Mav 6 -8 — W ash in g ton , D.C. 5th A nn. F o lk Fest.,
C ard ozo Ctr. A u d ., 13th & C lifton
Sts., N .W .

&

READ

NORTHERN JUNKET
The only magazine of its kind in the
country. Each month you get music and
directions for squares, contras and folk
dances. Folk songs, folk tales and legends
of the Northeast. Real recipes of New
England cooking. News and gossip of
interest to all square and folk dancers
wherever you live. $2.00 for 12 issues.

The National Monthly
Square Dance Magazine
Each issue filled with • New Ideas • New
Calls • New Patter o Round Dances • Book
and Record Reviews • Current Square
Dance News • Lots o f Pictures • Helps on
m usic, clothes, equipment.

$ 2 .5 0 twelve issues
mailed directly to your home
A SAMPLE COPY w ill be sent to anyone
not previously acquainted with SETS in
ORDER, by writing Miss Susie-Que Dept. AS
SETS in ORDER
462 North Robertson Blvd.
Los Angeles 48, Cal. • CRestview 5-5538

Address subscription to
Ralph Page
182-A Pearl St.
Keene, N. H.

SURE i WANT IT I
Enclosed is my check ( ) money order ( ) cash ( ) for $ 2 .5 0 covering my subscription
to A M E R IC A N SQ U A R ES for the next 12 months.
N am e

........................................................ ...................................................................................................................................................
first
initia l
last

Address ........................................................................................................................................................................................................
C it y ...,................... .................................................................

Z o n e........................

This is a new subscription ( ); start with
This is a renewal ( )
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S ta te ..............................................................
issue
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Washington, D. C.

The Nation’s Capitol

Announces and Presents
the B E S T in

SQUARE DANCE DRESSES
THIRTY DIFFERENT STYLES!
Be Happy— Be Smart— Be Comfortable

SPECIAL
UNDER
VALUE
Nylon petticoats of
frothy net.

Price, $10.95
Ankle length. Send
measurement, waist
to ankle.

O U R DRESS O F T H E M O N T H
Be the first to wear the “ Isle of Capri” square dance
dress. Pale blue organdy dress, 240” around the bottom,
with two deep ruffles for graceful swirl. Worn, over a
sleeveless dress of blue flowered muslin. The two to
gether make a square dance party ensemble. The flowered
one can be worn alone for lesser occasions.
Colors — Pale blue over flowered print
Pale yellow over brown and green
Pale green over deep pink print.
Both for $35.00 — Singly, $22.50 each.
Mail orders direct to us. Delivery in 2-3 weeks. Shipping charges 50c

SQUARE

DANCE MART

1671 WISCONSIN AVE. N. W .
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WASHINGTON 7, D. C
27

reusen

merchant

R . F . O . NO. I
NASSAU, N * Y .

AMERICAN SQUARES

136 E. French PL
San Antonio 12, Texas

Postmaster: This is SECOND-CLASS matter; if undeliverable return to publisher
with Form 3579 showing reason.

SPECIAL OFFERS— SALE ENDS JA N U A R Y 31st! — SPECIAL OFFERS
MGM ALBUM No. 25

78 rpm

H a rry H o rlick plays eight standard A m erican
W a ltz e s: Let M e C a ll You Sw eetheart—
Ohio W a ltz — M issouri W a ltz — Springtim e
In the Rockies—-Girl of M y Dream s— etc.

CARSON ROBINSON
recently made two fine records for M GM
— square dance w ithout ca lls— o rig in ally
introduced as a two-record album at $ 2 .2 5

SALE PRICE, $1.25
p lu s 3 0 c p osta g e

4 record albu m , o rig in ally $ 4 .9 5

These records cannot be shipped by themselves.
They must be ordered with some other records
to ship safely.

SALE PRICE $2.25
plus 50c p ostag e

LEE OWENS' books

LLOYD SHAW'S famous
Cowboy Dances
Round Dance Book

$ 5 .0 0
$ 5 ,0 0

SALE PRICE FOR BOTH, $7.50
p lu s 3 2 c p ostag e

A m erican Square Dances
A dvanced Square Dance Figures
L ist price for each

$ 3 .5 0

SALE PRICE FOR BOTH, $4.00
p lu s 76c postag e

KRAUS
Square Dances of Today
L ist price

$ 3 .0 0

BURGIN
American Square Dance
L ist price

SALE PRICE, $2.45
plu s 12c p ostag e

$ 1 .5 0

SALE PRICE, $ .45
p lu s 6c postag e

CAL GOLDEN
Th e Patter Book
Singing C a ll Book

$ 1 ,0 0
$ 1 .0 0

SALE PRICE FOR BOTH, $1.50

C H ARLEY THOMAS
Twelve Homemade Square Dances
Publisher's Price

p lu s 12c p osta g e

50c

SALE PRICE, 10c
p lu s 4 c posta g e

'PIG IN A POKE"
Over $ 5 .0 0 worth of books. Surprise
package.

BELL TAPE RECORDER
List price

$ 1 8 6 .4 5

SALE PRICE, $1.25

SALE PRICE, $124.30

p lu s 7 2c p o sta g e

p lu s fr e ig h t

T h e above bargains are offered to readers of A M E R IC A N SQ U A R ES as an inducem ent
to enlarge our happy custom er list. T h is is the first tim e we have ever asked you to pay
the postage, but we are forced to it by the recent raise in postal rates.
By the w ay , subscribers to A M E R IC A N SQ U A R ES need not send money with order.
Ju st w ait till you get your order; then if you're satisfied send us a ch eck. A ll regular sub
scribers to the m agazine have open account privilege at A M E R IC A N SQ U A R ES Book and
Record Shop.

1159 Broad St.

Newark 5. N. J.

